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Abstract
Polynomial expressions are used to approximate a
wide variety of functions commonly found in signal
processing and computer graphics applications.
Computing these polynomial expressions in hardware
consumes a lot of energy and therefore careful
optimization of these expressions is important in order to
achieve low energy consumption. Unfortunately, current
optimization techniques for reducing complexity of
expressions such as Common Subexpression Elimination
(CSE) cannot do a good optimization. In this paper, we
present an algebraic technique to reduce the energy
consumption of custom datapath implementation of
polynomials by reducing the number of energy intensive
operations. Our techniques can handle polynomial
expressions of any order and containing any number of
variables. Synthesis of a set of benchmark polynomials
verified the advantages of our technique in reducing
energy consumption, where we observed up to 58%
improvement over CSE.

1. Introduction
Portable embedded systems typically have stringent
constraints on total power consumption. The rapid growth
of portable consumer electronics such as camcorders,
mobile phones and handheld devices has pushed the
research towards low power, high performance designs.
Implementing frequently used computation intensive
functions in hardware is a good solution to meet these
objectives. Advance in high level synthesis
methodologies have made it possible to build low cost
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) for
implementing such functions. A lot of embedded system
applications have significant data-flow segments [1],
which are good candidates for custom hardware
implementation. Developing automatic techniques that
can fully optimize these computations is very important to
achieve low energy consumption and meet time to market
demands. Unfortunately, most high level synthesis tools
provide limited support for reducing the complexity of
large datapaths like polynomial expressions which are
prevalent in many embedded system applications.
Therefore developing application specific techniques is
important in order to achieve low power consumption.
Switching power is the major component of active
power dissipation in a system and is directly proportional
to the number of operations, given a fixed supply voltage.
Most polynomial expressions have a large number of
multiplications, which are power and area hungry. In [2]
the average energy consumption of a multiplier was
reported to be 40 times more than that of an adder at 5 V.
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Therefore careful optimization of these polynomial
expressions can have significant impact on the total
energy consumption in the system.
Polynomial expressions are common in signal
processing applications since any continuous function can
be approximated by a polynomial to the desired degree of
accuracy [1, 3]. Real time computer graphics applications
often use polynomial interpolations for surface and curve
generation, texture mapping etc. [4]. Consider the set of
polynomial expressions shown in Figure 1a. The
subscripts under each term represent the term numbers in
the set of expressions. Using an iterative common
subexpression elimination algorithm [6] on an
intermediate representation of these polynomials results in
the set of expressions shown in Figure 1b which has 12
multiplications and four addition/subtractions? The
Horner form of the expressions was obtained by using the
convert function in Maple [7], with the variable set
assigned to {x,y,z,4}. These expressions have a total of 12
multiplications and four additions/subtractions. Using our
algebraic technique on the original unoptimized set of
polynomials we get the set of expressions shown in
Figure 1d. These set of expressions have a total of seven
multiplications
and
three
additions/subtractions.
Normalizing the energy consumption unit to that of an
addition and assuming a multiplication to consume 40
times more energy than an addition/subtraction,
polynomials optimized using the algebraic technique
would have an energy savings of 41.5% over both CSE
and Horner and 56% over the original unoptimized case.
In this paper we present a technique for the algebraic
optimization of polynomial expressions with a view to
minimizing energy consumption of the custom datapath
for these expressions. This technique is based on the
algebraic methods originally developed for multi-level
logic synthesis. We measure the actual improvement in
performance and energy by synthesizing and simulating
these complex
datapaths using Synopsys Design
CompilerTM and Power CompilerTM. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related
work on power optimization transforms. We present our
technique for algebraic optimization of polynomial
expressions in Section 3. Experimental results are
presented in Section 4. Finally we conclude and talk about
future work in Section 5.

2. Related work
Common subexpression elimination (CSE) and value
numbering are conventionally used to reduce the number
of operations in a data-flow segment, by iteratively
finding and eliminating two term common subexpressions
[6]. But they are not suitable for optimizing polynomial
expressions since they cannot perform factorization, and

P1 = x3y(1) + x2y2z(2)
P2 = 4x(3) + 4yz(4) – xyz(5)
P3 = 4xy(6) – x2y(7)
d1 = x2
d2 = xy
d3 = 4x
P1 = d1d2 + d1y2z
P2 = d3 + 4yz – d2z
P3 = d3y – xd2
(b) Applying CSE

(a) Set of polynomial expressions
d1 = (x + yz)
d2 = (4 – x)
d3 = xy
P1 = xd1d3
P2 = 4d1 – zd3
P3 = d2d3

P1 = (y2z + yx)x2
P2 = 4yz + (4-yz)x
P3 = (4y – yx)x
(c) Applying Horner transform

(d) Applying our
algebraic techniques

Figure 1. Example showing the superiority of our technique over CSE and Horner form

cannot extract common subexpression having more than
two operands at a time.
A number of transformations have been proposed in
[8] to evaluate alternative architectures and select the one
that results in the lowest power consumption. The authors
have proposed operation reduction as one of the
transformations since it directly reduces the amount of
switching capacitance. They have used the Horner
transform to evaluate the polynomials in various signal
processing applications such as Finite Fourier Transform
(FFT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). A Horner
form equation turns a polynomial expression into a nested
set of multiplies and adds, perfect for machine evaluation
using multiply-add instructions.
A polynomial in a variable x ,p(x) = a0xn + a1xn-1 +…….+
an-1x + an is evaluated as
p(x) = (…((a0x + a1)x + a2)x + ….an-1)x + an .
But the Horner form does look for reducing common
subexpressions, and also is not effective in optimizing
multiple variable polynomial expressions.
Symbolic algebra has been shown to be a powerful
technique for manipulating polynomials, and has been
used for low power embedded software optimization [3],
where the behavioral C code for an MP3 decoder has been
mapped to library routines optimized for power.
These
techniques can extract non-trivial factors like a2 – b2 =
(a+b)(a-b), which our algebraic technique cannot.
However a major drawback of the symbolic algebra
routines is that they are heavily dependant on the library
elements. In the above example the factorization will be
possible only if there are the library elements (a+b) or (ab). It should be noted that this requirement is different
than having an adder in the library. Besides these
techniques are good at optimizing only one polynomial
expression at a time, whereas our technique can optimize
multiple polynomial expressions at the same time to get
better results.

3. Algebraic optimization
The goal of this section is to show our representation
of polynomial expressions and present algorithms for the
reduction of energy intensive operations in the set of
polynomials.

3.1 Preliminaries

We represent each polynomial expression using an
integer matrix, where there is one row for each product
term and one column for each variable/constant in the set
of expressions. Each element (i,j) in the matrix is a non-

negative integer that represents the exponent of the
variable j in the term i. We use the following
terminology for explaining our technique. A literal is a
variable or a constant (e.g. a, b, 2, 3.14 …). A cube is a
product of the variables each raised to a non-negative
integer power. In addition each cube has a positive or a
negative
sign associated with it. Examples of cubes are
of a polynomial is
+3a2b, -2a3b2c. An SOP representation
the sum of the cubes (+3a2b + (-2a3b2c) + …). An SOP
expression is said to be cube-free if there is no literal or
cube that divides all the cubes of the SOP expression.
For a polynomial P and a cube c, the expression P/c is a
kernel
if it is cube-free. For example in the expression P
= 3a2b – 2a3b2c, the expression P/ (a2b) = 3 – 2abc is a
kernel. The cube that is used to obtain a kernel2 is called a
co-kernel. In the above example the cube a b is a cokernel.

3.2 Generation of kernels and co-kernels
The importance of kernels is illustrated by the
following theorem [9]:
Theorem: Two expressions f and g have a common
multiple cube divisor if and only if there are two kernels
Kf and Kg belonging to the set of kernels generated for f
and g respectively having a multiple cube intersection.
Therefore by finding the set of all kernels and their
intersections, we can find all the multiple cube
intersections of the expressions. The algorithm for
extracting all kernels and co-kernels of a set of arithmetic
expressions {Pi} is shown in Figure 2. This algorithm is
based on the algorithm in [9] and has been modified to
handle polynomial expressions. The recursive algorithm
Kernels is called for each expression with the literal
index 0 and the cube d which is the co-kernel extracted up
to this point, initialized to φ. The recursive nature of the
algorithm extracts kernels and co-kernels within the
kernel extracted and returns when there are no more
kernels present. The algorithm Divide is used to divide an
SOP expression by a cube d. It first collects those rows
that contain cube d. (those rows R such that all elements
R[i] ≥ d[i]). The cube d is then subtracted from these
rows and these rows form the quotient. The biggest cube
dividing all the cubes of an SOP expression is the cube C
with the greatest literal count (literal count of C is ∑ C[i] )
that is contained in each cube of the expression.

i

kernel ‘1’. Passing the index i to the Kernels algorithm
checking for Lk ∉ C and iterating from i to |L| (the total
number of literals) in the “for” loop are used to prevent
the same kernels from being generated again.
As an example consider the expression P1 in Figure 1a.
The literal set for this example
is L = {x,y,z}. Dividing
first by x gives Ft = x2y + xy2z. Now the biggest cube
dividing Ft is C = xy. Dividing Ft by xy gives the first
kernel
F1 = x + yz with the corresponding co-kernel D1 =
any kernels, F is now divided
x2y. Since F1 does not have
with y to obtain Ft = x3 + x2yz. C = x2, but since x is a
literal already encountered, the division is not performed
as it would give the same kernel obtained before. The
algorithm terminates here and finally
we have 3two
2
=
x
+
yz
with
co-kernel
x
y,
and
K2 = x y +
kernels,
K
1
x2y2z with co-kernel 1.

FindKernels({Pi},{Li})
{
{Pi } = Set of polynomial expressions;
{Li } = Set of Literals;
{Di } = Set of Kernels and Co-Kernels = φ ;
∀ Expressions Pi in {Pi}
{Di } = {Di } ∪ {Kernels(0, Pi , φ )} ∪ {Pi , 1};
return {Di};
}
Kernels(i,P,d)
{
i = Literal Number ; P =expression in SOP;
d = Cube;
D = Set of Divisors = φ ;

3.3 Extracting kernel intersections

for( j = i; j < L ; j++)
{
If( Lj appears in more than 1 row)
{
Ft = Divide (P , Lj );
C = Largest Cube dividing each cube of Ft;
if( ( Lk ∉ C) ∀ (k < j) )
{
F1 = Divide(Ft , C); // kernel
D1 = Merge(d,C, Lj );// co-kernel

}

}

Finding every intersection between the kernels is
equivalent to finding all multiple cube common divisors.
The task of finding the best kernel intersections can be
modeled as a rectangle covering problem [10]. A matrix
called the kernel cube matrix (KCM) is formed from the
kernels and the co-kernels that have been generated. This
matrix has one row for each kernel (co-kernel) that has
been extracted and one column for each distinct cube of a
kernel. An element (i,j) of the matrix is 1 if the kernel
corresponding to row i contains the cube represented by
column j, else it is a 0. A term may be covered by more
than one element since the extracted kernels may overlap.
Figure 3 is an example of a KCM for the set of
expressions in Figure 1 a. The rows of the KCM are
marked with the co-kernel of the kernel corresponding to
the row.

D = D ∪ D1 ∪ F1;
D = D ∪ Kernels(j ,F1 , D1);

}
return D;
}
Divide(P,d)
{
P = Expression; d = cube ;
Q = set of rows of P that contain cube d;

1
2
3
4
5

∀ Rows Ri of Q
{

}

2
yz
1(4)
1(2)
0
0
0

3
4
0
0
1(3)
1(4)
1(6)

4
-yz
0
0
1(5)
0
0

5
-x
0
0
0
1(5)
1(7)

Figure 3. Example Kernel Cube Matrix

∀ Columns j in the Row Ri
Ri[j] = Ri[j] – d[j];

A kernel intersection appears in the matrix as a
rectangle. A rectangle is a set of columns and a set of
rows of the kernel cube matrix such that all elements of
the rectangle are 1. The task of finding the best set of
kernel intersections is equivalent to finding the best set of
rectangles in the matrix, such that all the 1s in the matrix
are covered. Since this problem is known to be NP
complete [11], we employ a greedy strategy to pick the
best valued prime rectangle in each iteration. A prime
rectangle is a rectangle that is not covered by any other
rectangle. The value function for selecting the best
rectangle depends on the optimization target. In this work
we optimize for the total energy consumption in
computing the polynomial.

}
return Q;

Merge(C1, C2, C3)
{
C1, C2, C3 = cubes ;
Cube M;
for(i = 0; i < Number of literals; i++)
M[i] = C1[i] + C2[i] + C3[i];
return M;
}
Figure 2. Algorithms for kernel and co-kernel
extraction

The algorithm Merge is used to find the product of
cubes d, C and Lj and is done by adding up
corresponding elements of the cubes. In addition to
kernels generated from the recursive algorithm,
original expression is also added as a kernel with

4
x2y
x
yz
xy

1
x
1(3)
1(1)
0
0
0

the
the
the
the
co-

3.3.a Modeling value function for energy savings
Given a prime rectangle define the following
parameters.
R = number of rows ; C = number of columns
M( Ri ) = number of multiplications in row i (co-kernel) i.
M( Ci ) = number of multiplications in column i (kernelcube i)

Each element (i,j) in the rectangle represents a product
term equal to the product of co-kernel i and kernel-cube j,
which has a total number of M( Ri ) + M( Ci ) + 1
multiplications. The total number of multiplications
represented
by
the
whole
rectangle
=
R * ∑ M (C i ) + C * ∑ M (R i ) + R * C
C

R

Each row in the rectangle has C – 1 additions for a total of
R*(C-1) additions. By selecting the rectangle, we will
have
extracted
a
common
factor
with
M
(
C
)
multiplications
and
(C
1)
additions.
This
∑
i
C

common factor is multiplied by each row which leads to a
further ∑ M ( R i ) + R multiplications. Weighing the
R

number of multiplications by ‘m’, where ‘m’ is the ratio
of the energy consumption of a multiplier to an adder in
the target library, the value function can be formulated as
weighted sum of the reduction in the number of
multiplications and additions by selecting the rectangle
and is given by Equation I.
VF1 = m * { ( C - 1) * ( R + ∑ M(Ri )) + (R − 1) * (∑ M(Ci )}
R

C

in which the best rectangle is extracted and substituted in
each iteration. In the outer loop, the set of kernels is
computed for the expressions {Pi} and the kernel cube
matrix is formed from that. Each iteration in the inner
loop selects the most favorable rectangle if present, based
on our value function. This rectangle is added to the set of
expressions and a new literal is introduced to represent
this new rectangle. The kernel cube matrix is then updated
by removing those 1’s in the matrix that correspond to the
terms covered by the selected rectangle.
As an example consider the same set of expressions in
Figure 1a. The set of kernels and co-kernels for each
expression are:
P1: [x + yz](x2y), [x3y + x2y2z](1)
P2:2 [4 – x](yz), [4 – yz](x), [x + yz](4), [4x + 4yz +
xy z](1).
P3: [4 - x](xy), [4xy – x2y](1).
FindKernelIntersections( {Pi}, {Li})
{
while(intersections present)
{
D = FindKernels({Pi}, {Li});
KCM = Form Kernel Cube Matrix (D)
{R} =Set of new kernel intersections = φ ;
{V} =Set of new variables = φ;
while(favorable rectangles exist)
{
{R} = {R} ∪ Best Rectangle;
{V} = {V} ∪ New Literal
Update KCM;
}
Rewrite {Pi} using{R};
{Pi} = {Pi} ∪ {R};
{Li} = {Li} ∪ {V};
}
}

(I)

+ ( R - 1) * (C- 1)

For a given supply voltage and clock frequency, the
total power consumption of a datapath depends on a
number of factors such as the number and type of
functional units, the switching capacitance in the
multiplexers, control units and interconnects. Besides the
power consumption also depends on the scheduling and
binding of the operations on the functional units.
Furthermore, there are a number of different
transformations such as retiming and pipelining of the
operations that affect the total power consumption in a
datapath [8]. Developing an automated technique that
considers all these factors and optimizes the total power
consumption of a datapath is a very difficult problem and
developing tools that give different implementation
choices to the designers is of practical interest [8, 12].
The value function in equation I assumes that the
major component of active power dissipation in a
datapath is due to the switching power in the functional
units, and reducing the number of energy intensive
operations will reduce the total energy consumption. The
value function assumes that there is only a single type of
adder and a single type of multiplier in the design library.
If the resource constraints are such that only a single
adder and a single multiplier can be used, the value
function (Equation I) will also produce a design with
shorter latency compared to the other known techniques,
and the power consumption can be reduced by voltage
scaling. In the case of multiple functional units, the
factoring of polynomials performed by our technique can
actually increase the critical path length of the polynomial
and the amount of improvement over other techniques is
case dependant. For some polynomials, CSE may produce
a shorter critical path, but at the expense of greater
switching activity per control cycle. Our value function
assumes that the savings in the number of energy
intensive operations will outweigh the benefits of reduced
latency (if any) produced by other methods.
3.3.b Algorithm for selecting kernel intersections
The algorithm for finding the kernel intersections is
shown in Figure 4 and it is analogous to the Distill
procedure [9] in logic synthesis. It is a greedy algorithm

Figure 4. The algorithm for extracting kernel
intersections

The kernel cube matrix is formed as shown in Figure
3. The kernels which are the original expressions (with
co-kernel ‘1’) are not shown in the figure to simplify
representation. The rows correspond to the five co-kernels
generated and the columns correspond to the five distinct
kernel cubes.
Consider the rectangle consisting of the rows {1,2},
and the columns {1,2}. This rectangle has R = 2 rows, C
= 2 columns, total number of multiplications in the rows
∑ M ( Ri ) = 2 and total number of multiplications in the
R

columns ∑ M (C i ) = 1 . Using our value function (equation
C

I) for estimating energy savings, and using a scaling
factor m = 40 for the multiplier, the value of this rectangle
can be computed to be 201 units. The value of this
rectangle happens to be the best and is equal to the value
of the rectangle consisting of rows {4,5} and {3,5}, but
the first rectangle is chosen arbitrarily. Because the
rectangle covers the terms 1,2,3 and 4, the elements in the
matrix corresponding to these terms are set to 0. In the
next iteration, the rectangle corresponding to row {5} and
columns {3,5}, which has a value of 40 is selected. No
more rectangles can be extracted in the subsequent

iterations. Now we have two literals d1 and d2
corresponding to the rectangles (x + yz) and (4 – x)
respectively. The set of expressions can now be written as
shown in Figure 5.
P1 = x2yd1
P2 = 4d1 – xyz
P3 = xyd2
d1 = x + yz
d2 = 4 - x
Figure 5. Expressions after extracting kernel
intersections

3.4 Extracting cube intersections
The procedure for finding kernel intersections finds the
best multiple cube common factors. We can further
optimize the result by finding single cube common factors
among the set of cubes. A matrix called the cube literal
incidence matrix is formed where there is a row for each
cube in the set of expressions and a column for each
literal. An element (i,j) of this matrix has a value equal to
the power of the variable j in the cube i. The cube
intersections appear as a rectangle in the matrix. A
rectangle for this matrix is defined as a set of rows and
columns in the matrix such that all elements are non-zero.
The common cube C thus extracted will have the variable
powers assigned to the minimum powers of the
corresponding variables (columns) in the rectangle. The
value of selecting the cube intersection can be computed
from the resulting savings in the number of
multiplications. Let ∑Ci be the sum of the powers in the
extracted cube C. This cube saves ∑Ci – 1 multiplications
in each row of the rectangle. The cube itself needs ∑Ci –
1 multiplications to compute. Therefore the value function
for selecting a rectangle with R rows is given by the
equation
(II)
VF2 = m * (R-1)*( ∑Ci – 1)
Term
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

+/+
+
+
+
+
+
-

x
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
1

y
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

z
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

4
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

d1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

d2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Figure 6. Cube Literal Incidence matrix

The algorithm for extracting cube intersections is
similar to that of extracting kernel intersections (Figure
3), except that the rectangles now correspond to cube
intersections. As an example, consider the set of
arithmetic expressions in Figure 5 obtained after finding
kernel intersections. The cube literal incidence matrix for
these expressions is shown in Figure 6. From the
example, it can be observed that the rectangle
corresponding to the rows {1,3,4} and columns
corresponding to the variable {x,y} which represents the
cube C = xy is the most favorable rectangle since it saves
two multiplications. No more cube intersections are
detected in the subsequent iterations. A literal d3 = xy is
added to the list of literals and the final set of expressions
can be written as shown in Figure 1d.

4. Experimental results
We investigated a few polynomials commonly found
in multivariate interpolation schemes and DSP functions
[13, 14]. We compared the number of multiplications and
additions/subtractions obtained by our technique with
those in the original polynomials and also with those
obtained by applying common subexpression elimination
(CSE) and Horner transform (Table 1). The first four
examples (ex1 to ex4) are polynomials used for
multivariate polynomial interpolation, and are useful in
Computer Graphics applications for modeling free form
curves and surfaces. The examples ex1 to ex4 are
respectively quartic-spline, quintic-spline, chebyshev
and cosine-wavelet. The fifth example (ex5) is a set of
polynomials from FIR filter [14], where the
trigonometric functions Sine and Cosine have been
approximated by their Taylor series expansions.
We used an energy scaling factor m = 15 for our
experiments (Equations I and II), based on the average
ratio of energy consumption for the adder and multiplier
in our technology library. From Table 1, we can observe
that our technique gives the least number of
multiplications compared to all the other techniques. But
the number of additions remains the same in all the cases,
since there are no multiple term common subexpressions
in these examples. The reduction in the number of
operations is because of factorization and elimination of
single cube (term) common subexpressions, which
reduces the number of multiplications.
Table 1. Comparing number of multiplications(M)
and additions/subtractions(A)
Our
Original
CSE
Horner
Technique
M
A
M
A
M
A
M
A
ex1
23
4
16
4
17
4
13
4
ex2
34
5
22
5
23
5
16
5
ex3
32
8
18
8
18
8
11
8
ex4
43
17
24
17
19
17
17
17
ex5
34
6
23
6
20
6
13
6
Avg 33.2 8 20.6 8 19.4 8
14.0
8

We synthesized the
polynomials using Synopsys
Behavioral
Compiler TM and Synopsys Design Compiler
TM
using the 1.0 µ power2_sample.db technology library,
with a clock period of 40
ns, operating at 5V. We used the
Synopsys DesignWare TM library for the functional units.
The adder and multiplier in this library took one clock
cycle and two clock cycles respectively at this clock
period. We synthesized the designs with both minimum
hardware constraints and medium hardware constraints.
We then interfaced the Synopsys Power
Compiler TM with
TM
to capture the total
the Verilog RTL simulator VCS
power consumption including switching, short circuit and
leakage power. All the polynomials were simulated with
the same set of randomly generated inputs.
Table 2 shows the synthesis results when the
polynomials were scheduled with minimum hardware
constraints. Typically the hardware allocated consisted of
a single adder, a single multiplier, registers and control
units. We measured the reduction in area, energy and
energy-delay product of the polynomials optimized using
our technique over the polynomials optimized using CSE
(C) and Horner transform (H). The results show that there
is not much difference in area for the different
implementations, but there is a significant reduction in
total energy consumption (average 29.3% over CSE and

26.1% over Horner), and energy delay product (average
45.4% over CSE and 43% over Horner).

ex1
ex2
ex3
ex4

Table 2. Improvement over CSE and Horner with
minimum hardware constraints
Energy
EnergyEnergy
Area
(5
V)
Delay
(scaled V)
(%) (I)
(%) (II)
(%) (III)
(%) (IV)
C
H
C
H
C
H
C
H
7.5
0.3
-7.5
5.6

0.1
-4.2
-24.2
2.5

13.6
21.6
29.4
37.0

25.6
29.3
10.4
28.7

20.4
39.0
47.6
57.1

39.4
48.8
25.9
46.1

24.6
52.2
62.2
74.3

49.5
64.6
36.9
59.8

ex5

3.7

2.0

44.8

36.8

62.8

54.8

78.3

69.7

Avg

1.9

-4.8

29.3

26.1

45.4

43.0

58.3

56.1

Since our technique gave significantly reduced latency,
we estimated the savings in energy consumption for the
same latency using voltage scaling. We obtained the
scaled down voltage for the new latency using the library
parameters, and estimated the new energy consumption
using the quadratic relationship between the energy
consumption and the supply voltage. This voltage scaling
was done by comparing the latencies obtained by our
technique with that of CSE and Horner separately. The
results (Column IV) show an energy reduction of 58.3%
over CSE(C) and 56.1% reduction over Horner (H) with
voltage scaling.
Table 3a. Improvement over CSE (C) and Horner (H)
with medium hardware constraints

ex1
ex2
ex3
ex4
ex5
Avg

Area (%)
C
H
30.5
14.8
8.3
8.9
8.0
14.1

3.9
1.0
3.7
9.0
6.6
4.9

Energy
(5 V) (%)
C
H

16.1
9.7
42.5
28.2
41.4
27.6

39.2
29.6
29.1
29.5
40.8
33.6

EnergyDelay (%)
C
H
9.7
20.3
44.9
39.5
58.4
34.6

44.1
58.7
37.0
40.6
59.7
48.0

Energy
(scaled V) (%)
C
H
9.7
22.7
51.8
47.4
72.6
40.8

55.0
75.4
45.0
48.3
75.9
60.0

over CSE and 48.0 % over Horner). The delay for Horner
scheme is much worse than both CSE and our technique,
because the nested additions and multiplications of
Horner scheme typically results in a longer critical path.
Using voltage scaling, we estimated an average energy
reduction of 40.8% over CSE and 60 % over Horner
scheme.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we presented a new technique to optimize
the energy consumption for computing polynomial
expressions, by reducing the number of power hungry
operations given a fixed supply voltage. Our technique
has shown significant reduction in the energy
consumptions for custom hardware computations of
polynomial expressions, compared to the conventional
common subexpression elimination and Horner transform.
The average run time of our algorithm is only 0.42s for
the set of benchmark polynomial examples. Our technique
can be integrated into conventional high level synthesis
framework for optimizing applications with polynomial
expressions. In this work we have assumed a library with
only one kind of adder and multiplier, and a single supply
voltage. In future we would like to develop techniques
that can take advantage of different types of functional
units, operating at multiple voltages.
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